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Upcoming Sessions
• Lecture 3: Thermodynamics of Combustion

• Python tutorial : Basics of Python

• Lecture 4: Combustion Chemistry 

• Exercise 2: Second Exercise of Combustion Course

• MyCourses web interface for discussions and questions:

https://mycourses.aalto.fi/ 

https://mycourses.aalto.fi/


Why Combustion Chemistry?

• To accurately model combustion phenomenon we need to capture two main 

features of the system:

- Complex in-cylinder flow structures: DNS and LES over conventional RANS 

models

- Combustion properties of the system such as ignition delay time, laminar 

flame speed, final temperature, emissions and etc.

• We may propose a useful combustion model for a specific modeling need only 

and only when we have a correct understanding of the phenomenon and only 

then we may use simpler models.

• No model is perfect



Collision Theory
• Molecules must collide before they can react

• Consider a simple reaction as below:

• If molecules A and B want to react, their initial bonds must be disrupted. This is 

done by collision of molecules 

• The frequency of collisions between A and B in a gas will be proportional to the 

concentration of each:

• But, not all collisions are equal

• Collisions energetic enough to disrupt the initial bonds of molecules are called 

successful collisions

A+B→Products

Rate of reaction=[A ][B]



Collision Theory

• Now, consider temperature effects on reactions

• Higher the temperature, higher the reaction rate e.g. milk in room temperature

• Thermal energy (temperature) relates direction to motion at the molecular level

•  As the temperature rises, molecules move faster and collide more vigorously

• Increasing temperature will then increase the probability of more successful 

collisions

• In more complex molecules, sometimes the orientation of collision becomes 

important as well

• Due to high randomization of gas and liquids, there are always enough correct 

orientations to happen however, this reduces the number of successful collisions



Activation Energy

• Successful collision (reaction) cannot take place at all until species have acquired the 

energy needed to stretch, bend, or otherwise distort one or more bonds. This critical 

energy is known as the activation energy of the reaction.

• Activation energy might be different for different pathways (e.g. catalyst effect)



Arrhenius Law

• By 1890 it was common knowledge that higher temperatures speed up reactions, 

 but the reasons for this were not clear. Finally, in 1899, the Swedish chemist 

Svante Arrhenius (1859-1927) combined the concepts of activation energy and 

the Boltzmann distribution law into one of the most important relationships in 

physical chemistry:

k: Rate constant
T: Absolute temperature [K]
A: Pre-exponential factor,defines the rate due to frequency of 
collisions in the correct orientation
E

a
: Activation energy [J/mol]

R: Universal gas constant, 8.314 [J/K-mol] 

k=Ae−Ea /(RT )



Modified Arrhenius Law

• The pre-exponential factor has been observed to be affected by the temperature 

as well. Nowadays, this effect is explicitly mentioned in the modified Arrhenius 

law.

 

• So to calculate a rate constant, one needs A,n and E
a
.

• The modified Arrhenius law is the one we will use in combustion community.

• Rate of reaction for A in the                                  reaction is calculated as follow:  

k=AT n e−E a/(RT)

Rate of reactionof A=(0−a)[k forward [ A]
a
[B]

b
−k backward [C ]

c
[D ]

d
]

aA+bB→cC+dD

Coefficient of A at product side Coefficient of A at reactants side



Global Reactions

• Global (One-step) reaction for H2:

• Two molecules collide and produce two molecules of water 

• Reactants transform to products simultaneously

• The rate of this reaction follows one single Arrhenius law

• Simple and understandable

• Fast computations

                                   This is not the real story!!!

2 H 2+O2→2 H 2O



The Real Story

● H2 and O2 are broken into H and O radicals (Initiation reaction)

● Now, we have H2, H, O2 and O in the system

● All species try to react with each other in all possible combinations

● New species/radicals are produced: OH, HO2, H2O2

● Radicals are highly reactive (have unpaired electron)

● Once we have big enough radical pool the ignition happens

● The final products are just then being created

● Including all the chemistry details of the all species involved in a reaction is 

called Detailed Chemistry





Mechanism

• The mechanism of a chemical reaction is the sequence of actual events that take place as 

reactant molecules are converted into products. 

• Each of these events constitutes an elementary step (elementary reaction) that can be 

represented as collision or as the breaking-up of a molecule (dissociation) into simpler 

units. 

• The molecular entity that emerges from each step may be a final product of the reaction, or 

it might be an intermediate — a species that is created in one elementary step and 

destroyed in a subsequent step, and therefore does not appear in the net reaction equation.

• We solve modified Arrhenius equation (let's call it Arrhenius from now) for each 

elementary reaction in a mechanism

• [M] is called a third body reaction: all species contribute to that to some extend (heavy 

molecules usually have bigger effects) 



Mechanism File

• A mechanism is usually available in Chemkin format. (You can google it)

• Chemkin format provides a mechanism in three separate files

• The first file is Input file which provides data regarding all the species and elementary 

reactions in that mechanism. It provides also all the Arrhenius equation related coefficients 

which are A, n and E
a

• The second file is Thermo file which provides data for the NASA polynomials (JANAF)

• The third file is Transport file which provides data for viscosity, thermal conductivity and 

diffusion coefficients

• In general, viscosity and conductivity are expressed in terms of binary diffusion coefficients

• As diffusivity is not an intrinsic property, the binary diffusion coefficients must be 

evaluated from Lennard-Jones potentials of the two considered species, which in turn 

permits a generally valid tabulation of transport properties.



Mechanism File
● In practical computations, the Lennard-Jones potentials are evaluated for the 

specific mixture and the transport properties are fitted for each species i to a 

polynomial form

 (Lennard-Jones potentials  Binary diffusion coefficients  Fitting → →

polynomials)



Input File



Thermo File



Transport File



Elementary Reactions

● The first type of categorization of elementary reactions is based on number of 
species involved in reactants

Unimolecular reaction Bimolecular reaction Termolecular reaction



Elementary Reactions

Even a 
unimolecular 
reaction needs a 
collision first



Elementary Reactions
● The second type of categorization of elementary reactions is based on their role in the 

reaction progress:

1) Chain  initiation: The reactants have no radicals but, it will produce radicals

 

2) Chain carrying: The reactant side has one radical but product side will have a different 

radical

3) Chain propagation:  The reactant side has one radical and product side will have two 

different radicals

    4) Chain termination: Reactant side has radical/s but, no radical is created as product

H2+M=H+H+M

H 2+OH=H 2O+H

H+O2=O+OH

H+OH +M=H 2O+M



Governing Equations in Reactive Flows
● All fluid mechanics is based on conservation of mass, momentum and energy

● In reactive flows, the conservation of mass is complemented by conservation of species 

mass fractions for all the calculated species

● We also have equation of state in the form of ideal gas law:

● We need thermodynamic and transport properties which are dependent of temperature 

and pressure but, pressure dependency can be neglected with a good accuracy

Diffusion velocity
Temporal term

Convection term Chemical source term

Liquid source term on species

P=ρ RT



Governing Equations in Reactive Flows
● For a multicomponent mixture (more than one specie in the mixture) we may use the mass 

averaging as bellow where N
s
 is the number of species and I refers to “i”th specie:

● Also we need to calculate the viscosity as a function of temperature using Sutherlands Law, 

Wilke correlation (1950) or polynomial coefficients:

● The polynomials coefficients for viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficients 

are calculated by the available data in Thermo and Transport files which are included in the 

mechanism file

 

c p=∑
i=1

N s

Y i c p , i

c p/Ru=a1+a2T +a3T
2
+a4T

3
+a5T

4

HT /Ru=a1T+a2T
2
/2+a3T

3
/3+a4T

4
/ 4+a5T

5
/5+a6

S /Ru=a1 lnT+a2T+a3T
2
/2+a4T

3
/3+a5T

5
/4+a7

lnμk=∑
n=1

N

an , k ( lnT )
n−1



Homogeneous Reactor
● Consider a box very very small, we define it in a form which the composition of the 

system is homogeneous everywhere.

● If we have      =1, i.e. stoichiometric condition, then in the whole domain we have the 

same condition

● We want to solve this system in zero dimension (0D): no velocity in the system

● Also we assume that there is no heat transfer happening at the walls

● Also we assume that there is no inlet nor outlet in the system

● To setup the system we need two independent intensive thermodynamic properties and 

composition of the system, e.g.

T=700 K

p=5 Mpa

    =Stoichiometric methane and air

ϕ

Homogeneous reactor
ϕ



Chemistry Modeling
● The chemical source term ω

i
 in the introduced conservation equations accounts for the 

mass conversion of species creation or consumption due to chemical reactions and is the 

only explicit link of the flow quantities and combustion chemistry.

c=n/V, Molar concentration
k

l
f: Forward reaction rate

k
l
r: Reverse reaction rate

v''
i,l

: Stoichiometric coefficient on product side
v'

i,l
: Stoichiometric coefficient on reactant side

ω
i
 : Chemical source term



Chemistry Modeling

Let's solve for the specie ''O'' in a e.g. four reaction mechanism (not a real 

mechanism) to calculate the chemical source term 

∂(ρY O)

∂ t
=

Y O
t+1

−Y O
t

t 2−t1
=ω i



Ignition Delay Time
● Ignition delay time (IDT) is the time when combustion initiates in your 

system 

● There are different ways to define the IDT e.g. the time when we have 90% 

of Tmax
 
or Max([OH][O]) or Pmax in the system and etc.

● Always always mention the definition of IDT that you are using in your 

calculations

● This is an important property of combustion as we are interested to know 

when ignition happens in the system e.g. internal combustion engines

● Now let's see the effect of different parameters on IDT of a system 



Role of Radicals in Combustion

Add n-dodecane Add more n-dodecane

● We run stoichiometric methane and air at T= 700K and p=5 Mpa. 

No ignition till 40ms!!!



Temperature & Pressure Effect on IDT

 

● Increasing temperature of mixture reduces the IDT of a system in general

● Higher temperature means higher random motion of molecules leading to more successful 

collisions in the system

● Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) behavior refers to the condition when increasing the 

temperature increases the IDT which is shown in some species



Temperature & Pressure Effect on IDT

 

● Increasing pressure of mixture reduces the IDT of a system as it increases the collisions in the 

system by making the system more compact 

● This could be not true for special cases such as H2 as by increasing P, the collision of 

termolecular reactions becomes more and more important changing system pathways

● Higher pressure usually leads to more successful collisions in the system



Temperature Effect on Final Temperature

 

● Increasing initial temperature or pressure constantly increases the final temperature of the 

system



Mechanisms Perform Differently

 

● Mechanisms are detailed (original huge number of species and reactions), reduced (originated 

from one of the detailed ones) or skeletal (modified for a certain purpose e.g. IDT for a specific 

range)

● Even the detailed ones are different with each other as they have different species, reactions and 

also different thermal properties so, we should be careful when choosing a mechanism



Cantera Software

 ● Open source software similar to Chemkin for problems involving chemical kinetics, 

thermodynamics, and/or transport processes.

● Cantera can be used from Python and Matlab interfaces

● In this course we use the Python interface 

● We solve for time history of homogeneous reactors

● We setup each single case by two independent intensive thermodynamic properties in addition 

the composition of the system

● Here I show simple cases how to setup cases in Cantera/Python interface

● We may use in linux terminal the command:

ck2cti --input=chem.inp --thermo=therm.dat –transport=tran.dat --permissive

With this we may download any mechanism and turn it into ''cti'' format which can be read by 

Cantera software  



Cantera Software

 import cantera as ct                      # This imports cantera package into python

import numpy as np          # This imports numpy which has many ready-made functions similar to Matlab into Python

gas1 = ct.Solution('gri30.xml')    # We upload a mechanism ''gri30.xml'' into a variable gas1 (.xml/.cti files)

gas1()

#This  is setting the temperature, pressure and mole fraction (X). We could set mass fraction (Y) instead of mole fraction.

gas1.TPX= 1200 (this is Kelvin), 101325 (this is in Pascal), 'CH4': 1, 'O2': 2, 'N2':7.52

or

gas1.TPY= 1200 (this is Kelvin), 101325 (this is in Pascal), 'CH4': 0.0551863, 'O2': 0.220149, 'N2':0.724665



Cantera: Useful commands

 ● Try these commands:

gas1.species_name

gas1.n_species

gas1.n_reactions

gas1.species_index('CH4')

gas1.Y[gas1.species_index('CH4')]

gas1.set_equivalence_ratio(0.5, 'CH4', 'O2:1.0, N2:3.76')

gas1.TP=1000, 10*ct.one_atm

gas1.X

gas1.Y

gas1.T

gas1.P



Cantera: Equilibrium

 

● The above statement sets the state of object g to the state of chemical equilibrium holding temperature 

and pressure fixed. Alternatively, the specific enthalpy and pressure can be held fixed:

● This is giving us equilibrium based on the Gibbs free energy as it was discussed in previous session

● Now we want to run our homogeneous reactor for a certain time and record the time history



Time History

 

● You may look at the code provided for the second session in the course material

runTest_timeHistory.py : This script runs a single homogeneous reactor and saves the data in a 

txt file. We may change the initial conditions and see how combustion is delayed or accelerated 

(Remember this is a methane ignition case which means we have to start with big initial 

temperatures such as 900K)

postProcessingtest_timeHistory.py : This script reads the txt file created by previous script. Just 

remember that if you change initial conditions (T, P or phi) in the first script you have to change 

them here as well



Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!
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